**What to RECYCLE at CURBSIDE**

**YES!**

- **PLASTIC**
- **PAPER**
- **METAL**
- **GLASS**

**DON’T SORT!**

**When in doubt TOSS IT IN the BIN!**

**Recycling is EASY!**

**DON’T SORT YOUR RECYCLING BECAUSE:**

- All Lafayette recycling is HAND-SORTED in Muncie, Frankfort, or Chicago. That’s right!
- Every piece in YOUR BLUE BIN is handled in order to make sure it will be properly recycled and will NOT be sent to landfills!

**QUESTIONS?**

Need more INFO? **807-1411**

Lafayette Sanitation Department

**Leave BESIDE your bin:**

- large heavy cardboard, flattened please
- Paint cans, fill with kitty litter, leave tops OFF
- Brush (not logs): tie in small bundles

**Also:**

- styrofoam (meat trays, packing material, etc.)
- But: NO styrofoam PEANUTS!

**NO!**

- all light bulbs
- china, ceramics
- drinking glasses, crystal
- pots & pans
- batteries
- tanks & cans for flammables
- yard chemicals & insect sprays
- tires & auto supplies
- medical supplies
- building materials
- logs & large tree branches
- fire extinguishers
- Household Chemicals

**Leave BESIDE your bin:**

- snack bags
- aerosol spray cans
- metal cans

**NO!**

- food wrap: plastic, waxed aluminum
- paper plates & napkins
- pizza boxes
- junk mail
- books: all kinds, but why not donate to the library!
- mixed paper, newspapers & magazines
- egg cartons, paper or FOAM
- plastic medicine containers & packets
- plastic tubs: butter, yogurt, etc.
- plastic plates, bowls & cups: plastic knives, forks & spoons
- plastic medicine containers & packets
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